
 

 

TEXT COMPREHENSION 
 
PART ONE  
 
Answer the following questions with reference to the article which follows.  
 
Choose from A to H the answers to the numbered questions.  
 
According to the passage, who...  
 
... suggested women were linked with food?     01. ...........  
... thought words were not made by women?     02. ...........  
... considered masculinity to be a matter of grammar?    03. ...........  
... sat on a committee?        04. ...........  
... accepted a neutered religion?       05. ...........  
... said that gender varied from language to language?    06. ...........  
... renamed a means of access?       07. ...........  
... hypothesised that the images used in marketing created stereotypes?  08. ...........   
... felt women were always in danger?      09. ...........  
... did not require protection?        10. ...........  
 
A. Martha Mitchell  
B. Minnie Robinson  
C. Rod Skitz  
D. Mary Daly  
E. Andrea Dworkin  
F. Marina Warner  
G. Lucy Manners  
H. Roger Scruton  
 

PERSONS ONLY The English language is no longer spoken by men or women or people, but by persons. In 
the lift, the notice says: "Capacity 13 persons". A person might now ask you how many persons there were at 
the party. Some of your best friends are probably persons, whether businesspersons or housepersons. 
Personkind is on the up and up. Here are a few examples, drawn from a variety of sources:     

Firstly, from The Listener, henchperson. This week Chairperson Martha Mitchell and her henchpersons 
looked at the way education brainwashes girls into accepting a submissive domestic role.  

Secondly, from the Tuscaloosa News, second baseperson. The parents of Minnie Robinson, a sometimes 
second baseperson say they will seek a federal injunction to allow their 8-year-old daughter to play without the 
protection of a boy's plastic athletic protector cup.  

Thirdly, from Time magazine, personhole. When Rod Skitz, the leader of the city council of Woonsocket, RI, 
approved some job descriptions that eliminated supposedly sexist language, a utility man became a utility 
person whose duties included "building personholes".  

By now you will understand that we have arrived at the lunatic fringe, the farthest shore of the English 
language, a deserted and infertile spot, inhabited by persons. How have we come to these dire and chilly 
straits? Psychoanalysis might give some description, if not an explanation. One person, Mary Daly, in her book, 
Gyn/Ecology, uses the tools of psychoanalysis to demonstrate that all language is "polluted by the patriarchal 
myth": words are split to demonstrate their supposed "pollution", as for example, when "therapist" becomes 
"the-rapist", "remembering" becomes "re-membering", and "manipulate" becomes "man-ipulate".  

Yet another person, Andrea Dworkin, an American polemicist, considers the world to be a male-dominated 
system of social institutions, sexual practices, and economic relations in which women are silenced, exploited 
and damaged. For her, language is a weapon and a means of change, She writes: "Women live defensively, not 
just against rape but against the language of the rapist."  

Another person, Marina Warner, has described the images by which the sexes tend to differentiate 
themselves: she seems to do so with a faint tinge of regret, like Professor Higgins in My Fair Lady, asking: 
"Why can't a woman be more like a man?" Or vice versa. She writes: "In the current vocabulary of pleasure, 
women incline to metaphors of nourishment, not always of spectacle and violent action." She writes of toilet 
preparations, "Eaux de cologne for men are called Polo, Denim, Aramis and Brut (the last no doubt after 
champagne, but not ignoring other connotations). The cosmetics companies want to avoid cissy overtones, 
obviously, so they stress the robust, musketeering, sporty character of their fragrances." She notes that with 
the perfumes Opium and Poison, the femme has become even more fatale. Just as in Japanese, the sexes 
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differentiate themselves by the waythey speak, the language they use. But, somewhere,could there not be a 
utopia where person shall speak neutered unto person?  

There is, there is. Well not exactly speak, but sing. Lucy Manners at church in New England, sings from the 
Inclusive Language Hymnal. In it, all references to God or Christ involving the words He, His, Him, Mankind, 
King, and men and brothers have been removed. God, whoever he/she is, help English literature if the Person 
Police get to work on Shakespeare.  

The critic, Roger Scruton, has observed: "English is unfortunate because gender only becomes apparent 
with the use of pronouns. In other languages, gender attaches to every adjective and every noun. Some 
languages are structured by gender. In Arabic, for example, numeral adjectives from three to nine are used in 
the masculine gender with feminine nouns and in the feminine with masculine nouns. In English, however, with 
very few rare exceptions, he and she are used exclusively of things with male or female sex. Gender in 
language is therefore seldom attributed to deep-rooted habits of grammar which are perceptibly beyond the 
reach of conscious change. It really may seem, to someone faced with a choice of using he as opposed to he or 
she, that he is confronting a question of sexual morality, rather than one of conventional usage." 
 
PART TWO 
 

 THE COMMONWEALTH  
Read the passage and answer the questions.  

 
The Russian leader, Stalin, is supposed to have asked how many divisions the Pope had. Like the Roman 

Catholic church, the British Commonwealth does not operate in the realms of realpolitik. It is closer, perhaps, to 
the world of Lewis Carroll than to that of Bismarck.  

As an idea, the Commonwealth dates from the year of Queen Elizabeth*s birth, 1926. It was to be an 
association of “autonomous communities within the Empire”, unified in one respect only: by their allegiance to 
the sovereign as the head of state. Even this requirement was dropped in 1949 when India asked to remain a 
member of the Commonwealth even though, as a newly-independent republic, it had ended its allegiance to the 
crown. Still, even today, Elizabeth is Queen not only of the United Kingdom, but of 17 other countries as well. 
Of the other nation states in the Commonwealth, 26 are republics which recognize her only as head of the 
Commonwealth, and the other five (Brunei, Lesotho, Malaysia, Tonga and Swaziland) have monarchs of their 
own. The 49 countries have a population of around one billion.  

The Commonwealth has one unifying factor: the Queen as its head. It is noteworthy, if not miraculous, that 
there has been this continuity, that the monarch of the imperialist nation should be accepted with affection and 
respect by the newly independent sovereign states. The reason lies in the status the Commonwealth offers, and 
in the framework it provides for useful work to be done. It is remarkable, for example, that all Commonwealth 
countries, without exception, gave Britain moral support during the Falklands crisis.  

The Commonwealth has seen much disunity as well, and a number of countries have ceased to be 
members, usually for political reasons. In 1948, Palestine became Israel. In 1949, the Republic of Ireland, 
neutral during the *39-*45 war, also left. In 1972, after war with India, and the creation of Bangladesh, 
Pakistan also departed. But the most significant departure has been that of South Africa, in 1961.  

The key issue of the Commonwealth is, of course, race, and in particular hostility to racism as practised by 
white people. For the past 15 years the focus of attention has been upon South Africa, especially upon the 
severing of sporting links with that country. The refusal of the former Thatcher government to impose economic 
sanctions on the apartheid-ridden country has caused tension not only between Britain and other 
Commonwealth countries, but also between the Queen and her Prime Minister.  

The Queen has to remain above all the issues, all the arguments. That she does so is one of the wonders of 
modern politics. The very looseness of the Commonwealth may be its greatest virtue, given the number of one-
party states, military dictatorships, and personal regimes within it. Each member takes or gives what the 
realpolitik of its own government requires. Through the Commonwealth, for example, Canada has attained a 
degree of influence among Third World countries which otherwise would never have been possible. But the 
Commonwealth is also limited: for military help in a domestic crisis, Grenada had to turn to the United States.  

Still, Alice in Wonderland or not, a two-metre high portrait of the Queen does hang outside the entrance to 
Zimbabwe*s Senate. An official explained: “She*s not there because we love the royal family, but because she 
is the head of the Commonwealth.”  

It*s a matter of independence plus.  
 
Select the most appropriate answer from those given.  
 
11. With whom is the Queen identified?  

a) A policy of political realism.  
b) Stalin.  
c) Alice in Wonderland.  
d) Bismarck.  
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12. Why is the Commonwealth compared to the Catholic church?  
a) It has no army.  
b) It is like a fairy story.  
c) It is concerned with influence rather than political power.  
d) It is a worldwide organisation.  

 
13. How did relations between the British government and other Commonwealth members become strained?  

a) It invaded the Falklands.  
b) It continued to trade with South Africa.  
c) It cut aid to developing nations.  
d) It joined the EU.  

 
14. By what criteria can member states of the Commonwealth be recognised?  

a) They recognise the Queen as Head of State.  
b) English is their official language.  
c) They are former colonies.  
d) They are members of the Commonwealth.  

 
15. Why is it necessary for members of the Commonwealth to be tolerant of each other?  

a) They have various political systems.  
b) They have language problems.  
c) Communication is not always easy.  
d) Some of them are racist.  

 
16. What is the main limitation of the Commonwealth?  

a) It has no standing army.  
b) Agreement is difficult.  
c) It will not intervene directly in a member*s domestic affairs.  
d) It cannot compete with American realpolitik.  

 
PART THREE  
 

Choose the best paragraphs from the second section to complete the passage. There is one extra 
paragraph that does not fit.  
 

DRUGS: SUPPLY AND DEMAND  
 

Why has the illegal use of drugs become an epidemic worldwide? It is unlikely that there is one single 
cause, and the demand for illegal drugs is parallelled by their legal prescription as tranquillisers and sedatives, 
and by the entirely legal use of tobacco and alcohol. [17]...............................  

The professor of addiction behaviour at the University of London*s Institute of Psychiatry writes: “Being a 
drug taker means #being someone* for the young person [or old person, one might add] who does not 
otherwise know who he is, what he is worth, or where he is going. [18]...............................  

A drug taker becomes a member of a group. Once a member of the group, outside the normal structure of 
family and work, he has nowhere else to go. Even something like glue-sniffing is nearly always a group activity. 
[19]...............................  

With time, and increasing dependence on the drug, the need becomes physical as well as psychological. 
The hunger must be assuaged, no matter how expensively. [20]...............................  

Government agencies have largely ignored the social reasons for addiction. They have attacked the 
growers, the smugglers, and the dealers. By and large, their efforts have not been crowned with much success. 
For example, in Malaysia, draconian laws have hanged 30 heroin dealers in the past five years and put another 
40 on death row awaiting the noose. Despite these laws, 3.5 per cent of Malaysia*s population take the drug. 
[21]...............................  

 However, on America*s own doorstep, in the Bahamas, the world*s first modern drug epidemic has taken 
place. It is an epidemic that has spread in the past year to the United States. In the Bahamas more than 10 per 
cent of the population are addicts. Many are teenagers, hooked inside 10 minutes of their first introduction to 
drugs by “free-basing”. Free-basing is a lethal method of smoking a “rock” of cocaine that is 80 per cent proof, 
compared with 30 per cent from sniffing. [22]............................... 
 

Section Two  
 
A. In such places, the American government uses all possible means of economic persuasion to put pressure 

on countries which tolerate the drug trade. In some parts of the world, a country*s economy may depend 
on the coca crop.  

B. At this point drug-taking becomes not only antisocial but probably criminal, as the addict steals to support 
his habit.  
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C. When the habit spread to New York, the substance became known as “crack”. Crack is instantly addictive, 
and the addict, as usual, requires rapidly increasing quantities. Being addicted to free-basing is just about 
as deadly as contracting Aids. You don*t have much life left.  

D. Hence the very apt remark by the American author and former drug addict, William Burroughs: #You 
become a narcotics addict because you do not have strong enough motivation in any other direction. Junk 
wins by default.”*  

E. Most of them, as elsewhere, are in their teens and early twenties, although, of course, drug users cannot 
be expected to live to a ripe old age. Apart from local police forces, governments sign agreements to 
control the trade, as between, for example, the United States and Pakistan or India.  

F. In general, perhaps, addicts, both legal and illegal, are children. They are insecure, dependent. They need 
to escape responsibility.  

G. The individual becomes dependent not only on the drug itself but also upon the other people within the 
drug-taking group. He needs their support. 

 
 
 
 


